
METRIC PROJECTIONS ONTO SUBSPACES OF FINITE CODIMENSION

BY PETER D. MORRis

1. Introduction. Let E be a real normed vector space and let S be a subset
of E. For x in E, we denote by T(x) the set of nearest points in S to x, i.e.
T(x) {yinS: llx- Yll dist (x, S)}. If T(x) is nonvoid for all z in E,
then S is an E-subset. If T(x) contains at most one point for x in E, then S
is a U-subset. If S is both an E-subset and a U-subset, then S is an EU-subset.
(An EU-subset is often called a Chebychev set. Our terminology is that of [3].)
The set-valued mapping T is called the metric projection onto S. In case S
is an EU-subset, we regard T as a point-valued mapping.
The principal result of this paper is the following (which will follow from

the slightly stronger Theorem 3):
TEOnEM. I] X is an infinite compact Hausdorff space and P is an EU-space

o] finite codimension greater than one in C(X), then the metric projection onto
P is discontinuous.

This result is somewhat surprising since the first example of a discontinuous
metric projection onto an EU-subset was given only recently [7; 87]. Other
examples have since been given by Holmes and Kripke [6] and by Chancy
and Wulbert [3].
Throughout this paper we are concerned with metric projections onto sub-

spaces of finite codimension. In 2, we take E to be a space of the type C(X),
for X a compact tIausdorff space. Other results on this topic are found in
[10] and [5]. Besides the theorem stated above, we obtain (Theorem 1) a
characterization of those finite codimensional E-subspaces which hve the
property that T(]) is finite dimensional for every ] in C(X).

In 3, we are concerned with spaces of the type L1 (S, Z, ) where (S, 2, ) is
a a-finite measure space. We characterize the U-subspaces of finite codimensioa
and also characterize those EU-subspaces of finite codimension for which the
metric projection is continuous and those for which the metric projection is
linear.

In dealing with a space of the type C(X), we identify the dual space C(X)*
with the space rca(X) of regular Borel measures on X. For in C(X)*,,+
denote, respectively, the positive and negative parts of and supp () denotes
the support of [4].
For P a subspace of a normed vector space E with dual E* and T the metric

projection onto P, P {x* in E*" x*(x) 0 for all x in P} and po {x in
E: 0 is in T(x)}. A subset S of E is boundedly compact if S f {y" IIx YI[ -< r}
is compact for all x in E and r > 0.
We state the following known results here for convenience.
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THEOREM A. ([11], also see [2]) Let P be a subspace of E. Then po_
LJ{W, "] in P-, ][/’][ 1}, where W, {x in E: ](x) ][z[]}. Also, ]or each
x in E, T(x) (x + po) (- p.

THEOREM B. [10] Let P be an E-subspace o] finite codimension in C(X).
Then each t in px attains its supremum on the unit sphere o] C(X), and there]ore
supp (+) (5 supp (t-) .
THEOREM C. [3] Let P be an EU-subspace o] finite codimension in E. Then

the metric projection onto P is continuous i] and only i] po is boundedly compact.

We shall prove a result (Theorem 2) slightly stronger than Theorem C.
We denote the set-theoretic difference of the sets A and B by A’B. Through-

.out, N denotes the set of positive integers. The cardinality of a set A is de-
noted by card (A). If A is contained in a topological space, its closure is de-
noted by C1A.

2. Spaces of the type C(X). Throughout this section, X denotes a compact
Hausdorff space and P denotes a closed subspace of finite codimension in the
real space C(X).

DEFINITION. Let T be the metric projection onto a subspace Q in the space
E. Then Q is an EF-subspace if T(x) is a nonvoid finite dimensional set for
every x in E.

EF-subspaces played an important role in [1].
We have the following

THEOREM 1. Let P be an E-subspace. Then P is an EF-subspace i] and
.only i] Xsupp (t) is finite ]or every t in P"\{0}.

Proo]. Let T be the metric projection onto P. () Assume X’,supp
is finite for everyin P,{0}. For anylinC(X) andp in T(]), ] pis
in po and T(] p) T(]) p. Hence it suffices to show that T(]) is finite-
dimensional for ] in po. We may assume that [I]11 1. There exists (Theorem
A) tin P" such that ][t]l 1 and fxldt 1. Then] 1 onsupp (+)
and] -1 onsupp (t-). Letpbein T(f). Since []1- P]I 1, p >_ 0on
supp (+) and p _< 0 on supp (t-). However, fx p dt O, so that p vanishes
identically on supp (t). Thus T(])

_
{h in C(X)" h vanishes on supp (t)},

and this set is finite-dimensional because Xsupp (it) is finite.
() Let n be the codimension of P. Suppose Xsupp () is infinite for some
nonzero t in P. We can assume that I[t[I 1. Let U1 be a non-void open
subset of X such that C1U1

___
Xsupp (t) and such that X,(supp (t) L) C1U)

is infinite. Then let U2 be a non-void open subset such that C1U2

_
X,

(supp (t)k.) C1U) and such that X(supp ()k.) C1U k) C1U2)is infinite.
Continuing in this fashion, we obtain a sequence {U U2 of non-void
open sets such that C1U X,supp (t*) for each i in N, and such that C1U (’5
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C1U , fori, jinN, i . For each i in N let hi be inC(X) such that
l]hi]l 1, hi is 1 on supp (t+), hi is -1 on supp (-), and such that h vanishes
on C1U The existence of h is ensured by Theorem B. Let h
in C(X). Thenhis 1 on supp (t+) and his --1 on supp (#-). Since, also,
[[hll 1, hisinP. Also, for eachiinN, M, max {[h(x)l’xin C1U,} < 1.
For each i in N let p be a non-zero function in C(X) which vanishes outside
Us For each ]c in N, choose a non-zero linear combination q of functions
pn+l, pkn+2, P.n+n such that Ilqkll - 1 M, i kn q- 1, kn q- 2,
kn q- n, and such that q is in P. This is possible since P+/- is n-dimensional
and since p, vanishes on supp (,), for each i in N. Now Ih q.[I 1 for
all ]c in N. Therefore the infinite linearly independent set {ql q. is
contained in T(h) so that T(h) is infinite dimensional.

This completes the proof.
We can easily give an example of an EF-subspace P which is not an EU-

subspace. We work with the sequence space l C(X), where X is the Stone-
Cech compactification of N. Let ml (0, 0, 1/2, }, ...) and let m2 (0, 0,
1, }, ..-). Then m m2 are in 11 Since l* 1. we will consider elements
in l as acting as functionals on l. Define P {x in l. x(m,) 0 }, i 1, 2,
and let P P (% P Then P is a weak*-closed subspace of codimension 2
in 1.. Hence it is an E-subspace. By Theorem 1, P is an EF-subspace. How-
ever it is not an EU-subspace by Proposition 6 of [10]. It is clear that, in
similar manner, subspaces of all finite codimensions may be constructed which
are EF-subspaces but not EU-subspaces.

DEFINITION. Suppose F is a mapping from a topological space Y into the
set of subsets of Y. Then F is upper semi-continuous [8] if {y in Y F(y) c__. U}
is open whenever U is open.

For results concerning upper semi-continuity and other continuity conditions
on set-valued metric projections, see [1] and the references cited there.

THEOREM 2. Let E be a normed vector space and let Q be an E-subspace o]
finite codimension in E. Let T be the metric projection onto Q. Then QO is bound-
edly compact i] and only i] T is upper semi-continuous, and T(x) is compact
for each x in E.

Proo]. () Assume QO is boundedly compact. Then T(x) (x q- QO) (% Q
(Theorem A) is clearly compact for each x in E. Suppose T is not upper semi-
continuous. Then there exists an open set U, Xo in E, and a sequence {x}
converging to Xo such that T(xo) c_ U but T(x) = U for all n in N. For n
in N, define S, x, T(x). Then S __c QO. Since T(x) = U, S = x, U.
For each n in N chose w in S,(x U). Since {w} is a bounded sequence
in QO, it has a subsequence {w which converges to, say, w in QO. We show
that w is not in Xo U. Suppose, on the contrary, that w is in xo U nd
let e > 0besuchthat {y: I]w Yll < 2e} _c Xo V. Now chooseninN
such thatl[Xo- xll < and such that lw- wl] < e. Then
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Hencew.- x.-t- xoisinxo Usothatw.- x. isia -U. Thus
x. U. But this contradicts the choice of w.. Therefore w is not in Xo U.
Now we show that Xo w is in T(xo). Now, for each i in N, x., w., is in
T(x.,) so that

I[w.,l[ < I[x., q][, for all q in Q.

Taking the limit as i -+ oo, we get

i[w[[ _< I[Xo ql[, for all q in Q.

Therefore, Xo w is in T(xo). But w is not in Xo U so that Xo w is not
in U. This is impossible since T(xo) U. Thus T is upper semi-continuous.
() Suppose T(x) is compact for each x in E and T is upper semi-continuous,
but QO is not boundedly compact. Let {x. be a bounded sequence in QO without
a convergent subsequence. Since the space E/Q is finite dimensional and since
{x. -4- Q} is bounded in E/Q, {x. 4- Q} has a convergent subsequence and we
assume, without loss of generality, that z -f- Q -- z 4- . For each n in N,
choose q in T(x,, z). Then

[Ix. q. xl[ dist (x. x, Q) 0.

Therefore, x. q.-- x. Now T(x. q.) T(x.) q. so that T(x. q.)
contains -q. (x. x q.) A- (x x.). By the upper semi-continuity
of T, we may, by passing to a subsequence if necessary, find, for each n in
N, z. in T(x) such that

[] (X. X qn) -t- (X X,) Z.[[ < 1/n.

Since T(x) is compact, we may, without loss of generality, assume that
.converges to, say, z in T(x). We have

-t-Ilz z.il + [Ix. x q.l[ --> o.
Hence x. x z, which contradicts the assumption that {z.} has no con-
vergent subsequence. Thus QO is boundedly compact.

This completes the proof.
We remark that the proof given above is a modification of the proof of

Theorem C given in [3].

THEOREM 3. Suppose P is an EF-subspace of finite codimension greater
than 1 and let T be the metric projection onto P. If X is infinite, then T is not
upper semi-continuous.

Pro@ Suppose po is boundedly compact. Define, for x, y in X, x y
if and only if h(x) h(y) for all h in po. Then is an equivalence relation
and the quotient space Y X/. is a compact Hausdorff space. Under the
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natural identification, C(X) C(Y) {] in C(X)" x y implies ](x) ](y)}.
Now po separates the points of Y. We want to show that po actually contains
enough extreme points of the unit sphere of C(X) (i.e. functions e in C(X)
such that ]el 1) to separate the points of Y. Let x, y be points of X belonging
to different --equivalence classes. By definition of the relation -, there
.exists a function h in po such that h(x) h(y). We may assume that ihll 1.
By Theorem A, there exists # in P such that fx h d 1 I1il. Thus h 1
on supp (+) and h -1 on supp (-). By Theorem 1, X.(supp (/)
supp (-)) is a finite set. It is also open and therefore each of its points is
isolated. It is now clear that we may choose a function e in C(X) such that
ie 1, e agrees with h on supp (/) supp (-), and such that e(x) e(y).
Since Ix e d fx h d 1, e is in po, and we have proved that po contains
enough extreme points of the unit sphere of C(X) to separate the points of Y.
However the distance between two distinct extreme points is two. Therefore,
since po is boundedly compact, it contains only finitely many extreme points.
From these facts, we see that Y is finite. Since X is infinite, there exists an
infinite H-equivalence class E

_
X. Clearly E is both open and closed. We

now show that if is in P,{0}, then (E) 0. To do this, suppose (E) 0.
Since, by Theorem 1, X.supp () is finite, E supp (/) and E supp (-)
must both be non-void. By Theorem B, supp (+) supp (-) , and
therefore there exists a function h in C(X) such that I]hll 1, h 1 on supp (/),
and h -1 onsupp (-). Hence fxhd Il] and therefore h is in po.
However h is not constant on E, which is impossible since E is a --equivalence
class. Thus we have proved that (E) 0 for in P{0}. Now let , .
be linearly independent measures in P+/- and let 1(E)2 2(E)1 Then

is in PX{0} but (E) 0, and so we reach a contradiction. Thus po is
not boundedly compact, and therefore T is not upper semi-continuous by
Theorem 2.

This completes the proof.
In case P is an EU-subspace, upper semi-continuity of T is equivalent to

continuity. Thus we have the result mentioned earlier:

THEOREM 4. I] X is an infinite compact Hausdorff space and P is an EU-
subspace o] finite codimension greater than one in C(X), then the metric projection
onto P is discontinuous.

We remark that EU-subspaces of finite codimension greater than one in
spaces of the type C(X) are not at all rare. For example, A. L. Garkavi [5]
has shown that if X is a compact metric space with the property that its isolated
points are dense, then C(X) contains EU-subspaces of all finite codimensions.

3. Spaces of the type LI(S, , ). In this section, (S, , ) denotes a -finite
measure space, i.e. S is a non-void set, 2 is a r-algebra of subsets of S, and
p is a -finite measure defined on 2. If a in 2 is such that 0 < (a) < and
such that B in 2, B a implies (B) 0 or (B) (a), then a is an atom
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[4]. It is well known that a measurable function is constant a.e. on an atom.
For B in 2, at B denotes the set {a in 22" a is an atom and a is contained in B}.
Since (S, 2;, t*) is z-finite, at S is countable. We call the set B in 2 purely atomic
if (B {a: a in atB}) O.
Throughout this section, P denotes closed subspce of finite codimension

in L(S, , ). We identify the duM L(S, Z, )* with L(S, , ). For ]
in L(S, , ), the set crit (1) is defined, up to set of mesure zero, by" crit ()

in : [1()[ llfl]}. FinMly, if h is in L(S, , ), supp (h) is defined, up to
set of mesure zero, by supp (h) [s in S: h(s) 0}.

TSEOREM 5. The subspace P is a U-space il and only if, ]or each ] in P{O},
the ]ollowing conditions hold: (i) crit (]) is purely atomic; (ii) i] A crit (1)
and 0 < crd (atA then the set of restrictions P A is k-dimensional.

Note. Condition (ii) implies that crd (at crit (f)) does not exeeed the co-
dimension of P.

Pro@ () Suppose P is U-spce nd let I be in PZ{0}. We my
assume that []] 1. First suppose crit () is not purely atomic. Then there
exists a set B in Z such that 0 < (B) < , atB ,and [][ 1 a.e. onB.
Let B B B+ be pawise disjoint subsets of B such that (B) > 0
fori 1,2, ...n+ 1. Let] ]andlet {1,1, ,1} be a basis for PX.
There exist numbers r, r, r.+, not all zero, such that

r. f. l, d, O. j l, 2, n.
i=1

/n+l g(B) for i 1, 2, n + 1. Definep by"We my assume that ]r[ </

p(x) r,x in B, i 1,2, ,n+ 1

0, otherwise.

Then p is in P. Define h by"

h(x) =](x)/"+(B),[ x in B, i= 1,2,... ,n+l

(0, otherwise.

Then []h[[ 1 and fs hi d, 1, so that h is in po. However,

i=1 B i=l Bi

i=l

Thus p is in T(h) nd p # 0. Therefore the ssumption that P is U-spcc
is contradicted. Hence crit (]) is purely tomic.
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Now let A __c crit (1) with 0 < card (atA) /c < oo. Suppose the dimension
ofPl A < k. WriteatA {a,,a2, ,as}. There existrl,r2, ,r,,
not all zero, such that

r,g(ai) 0, for all g in Pl.
i=l

aWe can assume that Ir,! < ( ,)/i-, (ai), for all i 1, 2, k.
p in LI(S, , ) by:

r,/(a,), if x is in a, i 1,2,-.-,k.p(x)
[0, x notin A.

Define

Then p is in P. Define h by:

h(x) I](a)/ . (ai)’

[0, x notin A.

x in a,, i 1,2, ..-,k

Then h is in po and [Ih[I 1. However,

1]h P]I Ih(a,) p(ai)l (a,) ](a)(h(a,) p(a,))(a,)
i=l i.=l

/ (ai)1
Since p 0, this contradicts the assumption that P is a U-subspace.

Therefore (i) and (ii) are satisfied.
() Suppose P is not u U-space. Then there exists h in po, lhl 1, and p
inP, p 0, suchthatllh :i:pll 1. There exists]inP’- such thatll]ll 1
and f ]h d 1. Suppose (i) and (ii) hold for ]. Clearly supp (h) crit (]).
We first show that supp (h)

_
supp (p). Without loss of generality, we may

assume that Ip(a)l < Ih(a)I, for every atom a

_
supp (h). If supp (p) g supp (h),

then, letting Z denote summation over the elements a in at (supp (h)), we have,
for each r ia [- 1, 1],

[h(a) rp(a)] (a) < 1.

But sgn (h(a) rp(a)) sgn h(a) sgn ](a), for a in at (supp (h)) and hence, (](a)h(a) r](a)p(a))(a) .< 1, r in [--1, 1].

Thus,
1 r _, ](a)p(a)(a) < 1, r in [-- 1, 1].

Therefore,

r ](a)p(a)#(a) > O, r in [-1,1],

which is absurd. Thus supp (p)

___
supp (h).
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Let k card (at supp (h)). Then P+/- supp (h) is lc-dimensional. But this
leds to a contradiction because p(a) 0 for some a in at (supp (h)) and the
following linear equations hold, for {* 1" l*} a basis for px supp (h)
and 2 retaining its former meaning,

]*(a)p(a)#(a) O, i 1, 2, ,.. k.

This completes the proof.
We define A, kJ{at crit (])’1 in P’x,{0}}. We have"

THEOREM 6. Let P be an EU-subspace. Then the metric projection T onto
P is continuous if and only if Ae is finite.

Proof. () Suppose T is continuous and Av is infinite. Let {ax a.
be distinct atoms in A and let, for i in N, ], be in PXx.{0} such that []],[[ 1
and 1 1 on a, For i in N, define h, by:

l/g(a,), x in a,h(x)
[0, x not in a

Then, for each i in N, [[h,[] 1, and fs h,], dg 1, so that h, is in po. If
i i, [[h, h[[ 2 so that the bounded sequence {h, h ,.-. ,} has no con-
vergent subsequence. Thus po is not boundedly compact. But this is a contra-
diction because of Theorem C.
() Suppose Ae is finite. Then

po
_

{h in L(S, Z, )" h wnishes outside

Since the latter set is obviously finite-dimensional, po is boundedly compact
and T is continuous.

This completes the proof.

COROLLARY 7. I] atS is finite, then every metric projection onto a finite co-
dimensional EU-subspace o] L(S, , t) is continuous.

R. R. Phelps [9] pointed out that if atS , then there are no EU-subspaces
of finite codimension in L(S, , t). On the other hand, it is not difficult to
show that if atS , then there are EU-subspaces of every finite codimension
not exceeding card (atS). These can be chosen so as to have continuous metric
projections. An example of a discontinuous metric projection onto an EU-
subspace of codimension 2 in l was given in [3]. Their example can easily
be modified to show the following.

COnOLLAnY 8. I] atS is infinite, then there is an EU-subspace o] codimension 2
in L(S, , t) with discontinuous metric projection.

A metric projection onto n EU-subspace is lwys bounded and therefore
continuous if linear. The converse is flse as is shown by simple finite dimen-
sional examples. We now prove the following.
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THEOREM 9. Let P be an EU-subspace with metric projection T.
is linear i] and only i] there exists in P" such that at (crit (])) Ap

Then T

Proof. It is known [6] that T is linear if and only if po is a subspace.

() Suppose at (crit (])) Ap for all ] in PX. Then there exists a finite set
B Ae such that at (crit (])) B for all ] in px. To see this, suppose Ae

is finite. Then we may take B Ae Suppose Ae is infinite. Then let B
be any finite subset of Ap with cardinality greater than the codimension of P.
Such a set satisfies the stated condition because of condition (ii) of Theorem 5.
For each a in B, define ho to be 1/t(a) oa a and 0 otherwise. Then each ha
is in po. Let h an, h.. Clearly fs hl dt < ilhll for all I in px such that
Jill 1. Thus h is not in po and therefore po is not a subspace.
() Suppose there exists ] in P+/- such that at (crit (])) Ae Let hi h. be
in po. Then hi and h2 are supported on L){a: a in Ae}. To show that hi h.
is in po, it suffices to find g in P+/- such that I[gl[ 1 and g sgn (h, + h.)
on L){a" a in Ae}. Now the dimension of P Ae is card (Ae) by Theorem 5.
Thus there exists g in P such that g Ae sgn (h -t- h). Clearly Ilgll >_ 1.
Suppose [[gll > 1. By Proposition 2 of [10], g (as a functional on LI(S, 2, ))
attains its supremum on the unit sphere of LI(S, , ). Also, the set {] in
LI(S, 2, t)" II]ll i and fs g] d I[gl[} is a finite-dimensional [9; Theorem 1.4]
extremal subset and therefore, using the Krein-Milman Theorem, contains an
extreme point of the unit sphere of L(S, , ). Since each such extreme point
vanishes outside an atom, we conclude that at (crit (g)) Ae, which is absurd.
Therefore []gl] 1 and hence h - h is in po. Since po is always closed under
scalar multiplication, po is a subspace.

This completes the proof.
We conclude by giving an example of an EU-subspace of codimension 2 in

l such that the metric projection T onto P is continuous but not linear. Let
hi be the sequence (1, 1, 0, 0, ...) And h. be (1, 0, 1, 0, 0, -..). Then hi and
h are in Co Since C*o l, the subspace

P a (al,a2, ...)inll"a +a2 a + aa 0}
is weak*-closed and therefore an E-subspace. Moreover P is the subspace
of l spanned by h and h2. Now l L(N, 2, #) where N is the set of positive
integers, 2: is the set of all subsets of N, and is the counting measure. If
ah - h is in P+/-.{0}, then crit (ahl - th) is one of the sets: {1, 2}, {1, 3},
2, 3 }, 1 }, 2 }, 3 }. By Theorem 5, P is a U-subspace. Since Ae 1, 2, 3, },
T is continuous but not linear.
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